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高速发展， 在美国“中国威胁论”的呼声渐高，这与 20 世纪 80 年代日本
的遭遇如出一辙，
①



















































Piloted by the “heading out” strategy, massive Chinese enterprise has been marshaling 
offshore. Compared to “Greenfield Investment”, merger equips enterprise with 
advanced experience or skills as well as related sales channels and other advanced 
resources in a quicker manner. The American merger market maintains a significant 
function in both quantity and quality of China’s offshore mergers. Nevertheless, with 
China’s rapid development in economics, America has seen an up growth roar 
provoking “threats from China”, which is way similar to situations encountered by 
1980s’ Japan. One piece of evidence for such “threat” might be the superfluous 
mergers carried out by Chinese Enterprise in US, regarding which America has set 
obstacles to such mergers utilizing its “national security review of foreign mergers” 
(hereinafter “national security review”) and resorting to “national security” 
consideration. 
As the traditional Chinese saying goes, “knowing thyself, knowing thy adversary, 
thou shalt lose nowhere”. To obtain triumph in merger transactions by legal procedure, 
enterprises have to make acquaintance with features and natures of foreign legal 
framework in mergers as well as their merchants’ “methodology”. Therefore, research 
in foreign legal framework per se exhibits great importance, which has been 
confirmed by plenty of research by preceding scholars. In this article proper, the 
writer adopts a historical approach in thoroughly examining the fluency of the 
American national security review in order to explore its features and natures; further, 
this article turns to legal documentations per se and demonstrates the possible 
adversities that might be exerted to mergers of Chinese enterprises in America. In fin, 
based on digest into cases, this article submits proposals for Chinese enterprises’ 
mergers in America. For convenience in discussion, this article shall be divided into 













Chapter One introduces formation and development of American National 
Security Reviews. This chapter mainly focuses on chronological examination of the 
flow of the American national security review, by which the main features of this 
scheme is embodied. 
Chapter Two put concerns on adversities exerted by this scheme to Chinese 
Enterprises’ mergers in American. Mainly based on stipulations of codes and 
regulations, this chapter reviews Chinese enterprises’ merger practice in America, 
analyzing the possible adversary influence by this scheme to the aforesaid mergers. 
Chapter Three further explores some cases of Chinese enterprises’ mergers in 
America. Analyzing three typical cases, this chapter attempts to conclude some 
experience and lessons. 
Chapter Four proposes some countermeasures for Chinese enterprises. Based on 
discussion of the three previous chapters, this chapter retrospects both legal 
framework and merger practice, and synthetically provides some proposal for Chinese 
enterprises’ mergers in America. 
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